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yo u n g  o n e S,  very old ones, evergreen, and deciduous—we see 

them all around us. And sometimes we think of them as part of the 

forest they become when many are together. But now, thanks to the 

wonderfully eloquent book The Hidden Life of Trees by forester and 

storyteller Peter Wohlleben, we know the forest to be a community, a 

stunning gathering of connected individuals communicating with and 

supporting each other. 

Greystone is honored to be publishing The Hidden Life of Trees this 

fall, and we salute all the forestry researchers around the world whose 

work enables us to see trees differently than we ever have before. 

And we applaud Peter Wohlleben for his commitment to the trees in 

his forest and for the lyrical storytelling he gives us in his book.

Like the forest, the Greystone list is the work of a collection of indi-

viduals—wonderful authors, books, and a dedicated publishing team 

in North America, the UK, and Europe—which together have created 

a fall to celebrate. In this, our fourth year since starting anew in 2013, 

we are doing just that.

Take a walk through our offerings. Then take a walk through the 

forest closest to you. 

And listen.

Rob SandeRS |  PubliSheR

Publisher’s note

The Tree
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t h e  h i D D e n  l i f e  o f  t r e e s
What They Feel, How They 

Communicate—Discoveries from a Secret World
PeteR wohlleben

“The matter-of-fact Mr. Wohlleben has delighted readers and talk-show audiences alike with 

the news—long known to biologists—that trees in the forest are social beings.” 

–Sally mcgrane, the New York Times

“If you read this book, I believe that forests will become magical places for you, too.”

–Tim Flannery
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alSo oF inTereST:

in thiS inteRnational bestseller with over 350,000 copies sold in Germany, 
forester and author Peter Wohlleben draws on groundbreaking scientific discov-
eries to describe how trees are like human families: tree parents live together 
with their children, communicate with them, support them as they grow, share 
nutrients with those who are sick or struggling, and even warn each other of 
impending dangers. With their newfound understanding of the delightfully com-
plex life of trees, readers will never be able to look at a walk in the woods the 
same way again. The book includes a Note from a Forest Scientist by Suzanne 
Simard.

Pe teR wohlleben spent over twenty years working for the forestry commission 
in Germany before leaving to put his ideas of ecology into practice. He now runs 
an environmentally-friendly woodland in Germany, where he is working for the 
return of primeval forests. He is the author of numerous books about trees.

Suz anne SiMaRd is a Professor of Forest Ecology at the University of British 
Columbia. She runs a lab of graduate students and postdocs devoted to studying 
how forests work—particularly how trees and their fungal symbionts connect the 
forest, communicate with each other, and respond to disturbance and climate 
change. She has published over 150 scientific articles and lives in Vancouver, Brit-
ish Columbia.

September 2016 Canada / U.S. / UK

HARDCOVER 
$28.95 Canada / $24.95 U.S. / £17.99 UK 
978-1-77164-248-4 
eBook also available 
5.25 x 7.5 • 224 pages 
5 B&W illustrations throughout

Rights held: World English

Nature & eNviroNmeNt / ScieNce

Published in partnership with the  

David Suzuki Institute

•  National feature and review coverage in 
current affairs, environmental, nature, 
and popular science outlets

•  Excerpt placed in major national 
publication

•  National broadcast interviews 

•  Advance reading copies and chapbook

•  Author tour in North America and Uk

•  bFe submission

•  Writers festival pitching

eating Dirt
Charlotte Gill
9781553657927 • $19.95 • PbK
A vivid portrayal of one woman’s life planting 
trees, her insights into the forest industry, and  
a celebration of the wonder of trees.

tree
David Suzuki and Wayne Grady
9781553651260 • $18.95 • PbK
Renowned scientist David Suzuki and award-
winning writer Wayne Grady describe the role a 
tree plays in the forest throughout its life. 

A forester’s fascinating stories, supported by the latest scientific 
research, reveal the extraordinary world of forests and illustrate how 
trees communicate and care for each other. 
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alSo oF inTereST:

great soul of siberia
Sooyong Park
9781771641135 • $32.95 • Hc
The remarkable story of one man’s all-consuming 
quest to follow three generations of Siberian tigers.

the shark and the albatross
John Aitchison
9781771642187 • $24.95 • PbK
The daring adventures of a filmmaker who travels 
to the ends of the earth to document animal lives. 

September 2016 Canada / U.S.

HARDCOVER 
$29.95 Canada / $24.95 U.S. 
978-1-77164-193-7 
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 208 pages 
8 page B&W photo insert and map

Rights held: World, all languages

Nature / Natural HiStory

Published in partnership with the  

David Suzuki Institute

•  National review and feature coverage

•  National broadcast and television 
interviews 

•  Writers festival pitching

•  Promotion with animal rights and 
conservation organizations

•  Local media day

•  Advance reading copies

•  bFe submission

•  Book trailer

k illeR whaleS had always been seen as bloodthirsty sea monsters. That all 
changed when a young killer whale was captured off the west coast of North 
America and displayed to the public in 1964. Moby Doll—as the whale became 
known—was an instant celebrity, drawing twenty thousand visitors on the one 
and only day he was exhibited. He died within a few months, but his famous 

`gentleness sparked a worldwide crusade that transformed how people understood 
and appreciated orcas. Because of Moby Doll, we stopped fearing “killers” and 
grew to love and respect “orcas.”

MaRk leiRen-young is a journalist, filmmaker and author of numerous books, 
including Never Shoot a Stampede Queen, for which he won the Leacock Medal. 
His article for the Walrus on Moby Doll was a finalist for the National Magazine 
Award, and he won the Jack Webster award for his CBC Idea’s radio documentary 
Moby Doll: The Whale that Changed the World. Leiren-Young is currently finish-
ing a feature length film documentary on Moby Doll. He lives in Victoria, British 
Columbia.

the killer Whale that  
ChangeD the WorlD
MaRk leiRen-young

The fascinating and heartbreaking account of the first publicly exhibited 
captive killer whale—a story that forever changed the way we see orcas 
and sparked the movement to save them.
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alSo oF inTereST:

gut
Giulia Enders
978177641494 • $19.95 • PbK
A cheeky up-close and personal guide to the  
secrets and science of our digestive system. 

the obesity Code
Jason Fung, MD
9781771641258 • $22.95 • PbK
Why you’ve never been able to lose weight  
and how that can change now.  

September 2016

PAPERBACK 
$19.95 Canada 
978-1-77164-254-5 
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 272 pages

Rights held: Canada, English 

HealtH & WellNeSS / PareNtiNg

•  Features and interviews in parenting, 
lifestyle, health and wellness, popular 
science outlets

•  National broadcast and television 
interviews

•  Local media day

babieS and young kids are being raised in surroundings that are increasingly 
cleaner, more hyper hygienic, and more disinfected than ever before. As a result, 
the beneficial bacteria in their bodies is being altered, promoting conditions and 
diseases such as obesity, diabetes, asthma, allergies, and autism. As Let Them Eat 
Dirt shows, there is much that parents can do about this, including breastfeeding 
if possible, getting a dog, and avoiding antibiotics unless necessary—and yes, it is 
OK to let kids get a bit dirty. 

b. bRe t t finl ay is Professor of Microbiology at the University of British Colum-
bia and a world leader in how bacterial infections work. Finlay’s research has 
been widely published and reported on worldwide, including in Nature, Scientific 
American, and on BBC and NPR news. He has won several prestigious awards 
including five Howard Hughes International Research Scholar Awards and the 
Prix Galien. Finlay is an Officer of the Order of Canada. He lives in Richmond, 
British Columbia.

MaRie-Cl aiRe aRRie ta studies the link between intestinal alterations and sev-
eral immune diseases, and she has led a major clinical study on the role of the 
microbiota in asthma. Her research has been reported on by news outlets around 
the world, including the Washington Post and BBC News. She lives in Burnaby, 
British Columbia.

let them e at Dirt
Saving Our Children from an Oversanitized Culture
b.  bRet t finl ay & MaRie-Cl aiRe aRRieta

Our oversanitized world threatens children’s health, but parents can 
change their environment into one where they’ll thrive. 

5

“A must-read for parents, teachers and any healthcare provider for children, Let 

Them Eat Dirt takes you inside the inside tract of a child’s gut, and shows you how 

to give kids the best immune start early in life.” 

– William SearS, m.D, co-author, The Baby Book

“This book might change your perspective on cleanliness . . . and along the way help 

you to raise healthier kids.” 

– giulia enDerS, author of Gut: The Inside Story of the Body’s Most Underrated Organ
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September 2016 Canada / U.S.  
October 2016 UK

HARDCOVER 
$32.95 Canada / $24.95 U.S. / £16.99 UK 
978-1-77164-251-4  
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 240 pages  
B&W interior illustrations

Rights held: World, all languages 
excluding German

ecoNomicS / eNviroNmeNt /  
SuStaiNability

•  National feature and review coverage 
in environmental and current affairs 
outlets

•  Influencer mailing

•  Grassroots promotion with non-
profit organizations

the biggeSt ChallengeS facing human wellbeing today are widening income 
inequality, continuing global poverty, and environmental degradation. All these 
problems are simple to solve—in theory. In practice, however, they are much more 
complex to solve, because most of the commonly proposed “solutions” are simply 
not acceptable to people and governments who are focused on the short-term.

In A Prosperous Planet, Graeme Maxton and Jorgen Randers offer a new 
approach with thirteen recommendations that should be possible to imple-
ment during the period of slow economic growth around the world. This book 
addresses the forty-year-old growth/no-growth debate by explaining how it is 
possible to reduce unemployment, poverty, inequality, and the pace of climate 
change and still have economic growth—if we want. 

gR aeMe Ma x ton is the Secretary General of the Club of Rome and a former 
regional director of the Economist Intelligence Unit in Asia. He is the author of 
The End of Progress–How Modern Economics Has Failed Us, which was nom-
inated for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year 
Award. He lives in Zurich, Switzerland.

JoRgen R andeR S is a professor of climate strategy at the Norwegian Business 
School, where he was president from 1981 until 1989. He is also a former Deputy 
Director General of WWF International and a co-author of the bestselling Limits 
to Growth. He lives in Oslo, Norway.

a ProsPerous Pl anet
Thirteen Solutions to Unemployment,  
Inequality, and Climate Change
gR aeMe Ma x ton & JoRgen R andeR S

A persuasive economic argument that proves we can all live better lives 
in this finite world. 

alSo oF inTereST:

everything under the sun
David Suzuki
9781553655282 • $24.95 • PbK
A renowned scientist restores hope for a better 
future with his latest views on environmental 
challenges.

on the edge
Claude Martin
9781771641401 • $36.95 • Hc
The definitive assessment of the most important 
factor in the future of Earth’s biodiversity, the 
tropical rainforest.

6
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September 2016 Canada / October 2016 U.S.  
November 2016 UK

HARDCOVER 
$45.00 Canada / $40.00 U.S. / £26.99 UK 
978-1-77164-230-9  
eBook also available 
7 x 10.25 • 328 pages  
Full color photos throughout, 1 map 

Rights held: World, all languages 

Nature / iNdigeNouS PeoPle / memoir

aRC tiC ReSe aRCheR, authoR, and photographer Norman Hallendy’s journey 
to the far north began in 1958, when many Inuit, who traditionally lived on the 
land, were moving to permanent settlements created by the Canadian govern-
ment. In this unique memoir, Hallendy writes of his adventures, experiences with 
strange Arctic phenomena, encounters with wildlife, and deep friendships with 
Inuit elders. Very few have worked so closely with the Inuit to document their 
traditions, and in this book, beautifully illustrated with spectacular color photo-
graphs, Hallendy preserves their voices and paints an incomparable portrait of a 
vibrant culture in a remote landscape.

noRMan hallendy is an internationally recognized Arctic ethnographer and 
chronicler of Inuit life and landscapes. He speaks fluent Inuktitut and is affection-
ately known as AH-PEER-SUK-TI, which means “the inquisitive one,” by his Inuit 
friends on Baffin Island. His previous books include Inuksuit: Silent Messengers 
of the Arctic and Tukiliit: The Stone People Who Live in the Wind. He lives in 
Carp, Ontario.

an intimate WilDerness
Arctic Voices in a Land of Vast Horizons
noRMan hallendy 
Foreword by dR.  w illi a M f i t zhugh

An unforgettable and beautifully illustrated story of one man’s journeys 
in the eastern Arctic over 50 years, and a revealing look into the world of 
the Inuit.

•  National and regional feature coverage in 
environmental, Arctic, aboriginal, natural 
history, current affairs outlets

•  National review coverage 

•  Digital blads 

•  bFe submission
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CoWboys of the ameriCas
luiS fabini 

Text by wade daviS

An awe-inspiring portrait of cowboys throughout the  
Americas in images and words and a passionate exploration  

of their bond with horses and the land.

There is much to admire in simple lives that are honest, authentic, and true. Men who be-

come one with their work have a dignity that is revealed in their every gesture—the way 

they walk, the way they ride, and, in the case of the gauchos, the way they wield a knife. 

The lives of the vaqueiros portrayed in this book are not about money or fame but rather 

about honor, freedom, and the luxury of open space. They dwell in the thin places between 

the civilized and the wild, loyal to everywhere and nowhere, finding shelter within a trian-

gle of mutual devotion—man, horse, and the wild. They are, as the gauchos say, the land 

upon which they tread. It is this that makes them truly and uniquely American, products of 

the New World, cowboy sons of all the Americas.

– wade daviS
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alSo oF inTereST:

bateman: new Works
Robert Bateman
9781771640725 • $26.95 • PbK
This exquisite collection features full-color 
reproductions of Bateman’s art.

September 2016 Canada / October 2016 U.S. 
November 2016 UK

HARDCOVER 
$50.00 Canada / $45.00 U.S. / £29.99 UK 
978-1-77164-116-6  
eBook also available 
12.5 x 10 • 168 pages 
166 color and B&W photos throughout

Rights held: World, all languages

PHotograPHy / Nature

•  Photographic feature coverage in 
photography, travel, equine, and natural 
history outlets

•  Feature and interview coverage in 
photography blogs 

•  National broadcast interviews

•   Digital blads

foR MoRe than a decade, photographer Luis Fabini immersed himself in 
cowboy culture as he traveled through North and South America. This stunning 
collection of photographs from those travels reveals the cowboy who lives in 
silence and solitude, the interconnectedness of these men with the land, and a 
traditional way of life that exists on the outskirts of society but also vividly in our 
imaginations.

An eloquent text by anthropologist and author Wade Davis reflects on the long 
relationship between horses and humans, describes the significance of Fabini’s 
work, and illuminates the enduring spirit of cowboy culture.

luiS fabini  was born in Uruguay and began his career as a travel photographer 
in South America. His interest in photography began at age seven, when his father 
put a camera in his hands before the two embarked on a trip across the Andes. He 
lives in Brooklyn, New York.

wade daviS is an anthropologist, author, and explorer. He is the author of numer-
ous books, including Into the Silence, Sacred Headwaters, and The Wayfinders. 
He has been described as “a rare combination of scientist, scholar, poet, and pas-
sionate defender of all of life’s diversity.” He lives in Vancouver, British Columbia.

the sacred headwaters 
Wade Davis
9781771640237 • $26.95 • PbK
A visual feast and a plea to save an extraordinary 
region in North America for future generations.
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September 2016 Canada / October 2016 U.S.

PAPERBACK 
$16.95 Canada / $16.95 U.S. 
978-1-77164-268-2 
eBook also available 
5.25 x 7.5 • 128 pages

Rights held: World, all languages

curreNt affairS / PoliticS 

•  National review coverage

•  National broadcast and television 
interviews

•  Writers festival pitching

•  Local media day

•  Advance reading copies

C anada’S Media CoMPanieS are melting faster than the polar ice caps, and 
in No News Is Bad News, Ian Gill chronicles their decline in a biting, in-depth 
analysis. He travels to an international journalism festival in Italy, visits the 
Guardian in London, and speaks to editors, reporters, entrepreneurs, investors, 
non-profit leaders, and news consumers from around the world to find out what’s 
gone wrong. Along the way he discovers that corporate concentration and clumsy 
adaptations to the digital age have left Canadians with a gaping hole in our pub-
lic square. And yet, from the smoking ruins of Canada’s news industry, Gill 
sees glimmers of hope, and brings them to life with sharp prose and trenchant 
insights. 

ian gill is the author of three earlier books, most recently All That We Say is 
Ours: Guujaaw and the Reawakening of the Haida Nation. He is a former editor 
and reporter at the Vancouver Sun, and was an award-winning documentary 
reporter with CBC TV until 1994, when he founded Ecotrust Canada. Today, he is 
principal of Cause+Effect, his consulting company. He lives in Vancouver, British 
Columbia.

no ne Ws is baD ne Ws
Canada’s Media Collapse—and What Comes Next
ian gill

An urgent, necessary look at why Canada’s media is dying—and how we 
can save it.

alSo oF inTereST:

slick Water
Andrew Nikiforuk
9781771640763 • $29.95 • Hc
The shocking story of an oil and gas industry 
insider’s stand to hold government and industry 
legally accountable for the damage fracking 
leaves in its wake. 

the War on science
Chris Turner
9781771004312 • $19.95 • PbK
A passionate and meticulously researched 
argument against the Harper government’s war 
on science.

10

“A blast of fresh air through the stale, half-empty corridors of Canadian journalism.”  

– ronalD WrigHT

“Once again, and with his trademark Aussie wit, Ian Gill cuts to the heart of an issue 

that Canadians seem almost paralyzed to confront.”  

– WaDe DaviS

Photograph by Diego Figone
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October 2016 Canada / U.S. 
November 2016 UK

HARDCOVER 
$29.95 Canada / $24.95 U.S / £19.99 UK 
978-1-77164-240-8 
eBook also available 
9 x 10 • 160 pages 
150 B&W photos throughout

Rights held: World, all languages

PHotograPHy / HiStory 

fReSh out of the freewheeling sixties, the seventies were a decade of immense 
change for Vancouver—a time of protest, political upheaval, economic boom, and 
cultural evolution. Through it all, the Vancouver Sun’s award-winning photog-
raphers chronicled the metamorphosis, from the founding of Greenpeace to the 
first Vancouver Canucks game at the Pacific Coliseum. Vancouver in the Seventies 
presents 150 exclusive photos alongside fascinating text by longtime Vancouver 
Sun journalist Shelley Fralic and photo archivist Kate Bird, creating an unforgetta-
ble celebration of the decade when Vancouver came into its own. 

For twenty-five years, k ate biRd  ran the photograph collection at the Vancouver 
Sun and the Province. She has been the researcher for numerous books, including 
Making Headlines: 100 Years at The Vancouver Sun, which won the Bill Duthie 
Booksellers’ Choice Award at the 2013 BC Book Prizes. She lives in Vancouver, 
British Columbia.

Shelle y fR aliC joined the Vancouver Sun as a reporter in 1979 and has worked 
in a number of editorial positions at the newspaper over the years, including spe-
cial projects editor and executive editor. She became a full-time columnist in 2003 
and writes on a variety of subjects, including social issues, pop culture, and mod-
ern-day life. She lives in New Westminster, British Columbia.

dougl a S CouPl and is a Canadian novelist, visual artist, and designer. He has 
published thirteen novels, a collection of short stories, seven nonfiction books, and 
a number of dramatic works and screenplays for film and television. Coupland’s 
novels and visual work synthesize high and low culture, web technology, religion, 
and changes in human existence caused by modern technologies. He lives in West 
Vancouver, British Columbia.

VanCouVer in the se Venties
Photos from a Decade That Changed the City
k ate biRd 
Introduction by S h elle y fR a liC 
Foreword by d ougl a S CouPl a nd

An extraordinary visual record of Vancouver’s most important and  
exciting decade.

•  Photographic feature coverage

•  Public radio and television interviews

•  Promotion to coincide with Museum of 
Vancouver launch and exhibition

•  Blad available
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the hoC k e y song
StoMPin’  toM ConnoR S 

Illustrated by gaRy C leMent

The most iconic song ever written for the game of hockey comes to life  
through one of the greatest shinny games imaginable, illustrated by Governor 

General’s Award–winning artist and cartoonist Gary Clement. 

bookS foR kidS young & old

Hello out tHere,

It’s ‘Hockey NIgHt’ toNIgHt.
We’re oN tHe aIr,
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alSo oF inTereST:

salmon forest
David Suzuki & Sarah Ellis
9781553651635 • $12.95 • PbK
This charming story illuminates the interconnect-
edness of the forest and the sea and of all life. 

big City bees
Maggie de Vries
9781771640138 • $19.95 • Hc
Vivid writing and luminous art combine to tell a 
modern story that introduces young readers to the 
wonders of bees. 

October 2016 Canada / U.S. 
November 2016 UK

HARDCOVER 
$24.95 Canada / $19.95 U.S. / £13.99 UK 
978-1-77164-189-0  
eBook also available 
8 x 12 • 40 pages 
Full color illustrations throughout

Rights held: World, all languages

cHildreN’S Picture book / Hockey

•  National review coverage

•  National advertising in Canadian Children’s 
Book News and Library Wholesaler 
catalogues

•  bFe Young Readers submission

a S StoMPin’  toM Connors says, “It’s the good old hockey game, the best game 
you can name.” And in this charmingly illustrated book for all ages, the classic 
song played at hockey games around the world is imagined as a shinny game on 
an outdoor rink in the middle of the city that starts with two players and soon 
grows to include the whole community. Clement’s colorful illustrations unite 
young and old, men and women, and girls and boys of all races, all wearing fan 
paraphernalia from every team you can imagine. “The puck is in! The hometown 
wins! The good ol’ hockey game.”

StoMPin’  toM ConnoR S (1936-2013) was a member of the Order of Canada, 
holder of numerous honorary doctorates, and winner of the Governor General’s 
Award for Lifetime Achievement. He was born in New Brunswick but spent his 
life criss-crossing Canada, writing and performing his songs.

gaRy CleMent is an award-winning author and illustrator of books including 
Swimming, Swimming and The Great Poochini. He is the editorial cartoonist for 
the National Post, and his work has appeared in the New York Times and the 
Wall Street Journal. He lives in Toronto, Ontario.
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elliot t’s guiDe to Dinosaur s
elliot t Seah

A bright, curious eight-year-old dinosaur expert shares his passion  
for paleontology in this fun and informative guide to these fascinating  

prehistoric creatures. 

bookS foR kidS young & old
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alSo oF inTereST:

there’s a barnyard in my bedroom
David Suzuki
9781553653295 • $12.95 • PbK
From their pillows to their books, fruit, and fur-
niture, nearly everything in Jamie’s and Megan’s 
lives has come from nature.

tale of a great White fish
Maggie de Vries
9781553653035 • $12.95 • PbK
Poetic text and gorgeous watercolors capture  
all the danger and fascination of a Sturgeon’s 
underwater world.

October 2016 Canada / November 2016 U.S.

HARDCOVER 
$19.95 Canada / $16.95 U.S. 
978-1-77164-237-8  
eBook also available 
9.25 x 13 • 48 pages 
Full color images throughout

Rights held: World, English

cHildreN’S Picture bookS 

•  National review coverage

•  National broadcast interviews 

•  National advertising in Canadian Children’s 
Book News and Library Wholesaler 
catalogues

•  bFe Young Readers submission

what did the world look like when dinosaurs roamed the Earth? Eight-year-
old author Elliott Seah took it upon himself to find out, and in his first book, he 
takes readers on a fact-filled exploration of these amazing animals from our plan-
et’s distant past. With lively illustrations, Elliott provides fascinating answers to 
important questions about where dinosaurs came from, what they ate, how they 
lived, and how a mass extinction brought their time on Earth to an end. Helpful 
extras include resources for further reading and a list of Elliott’s recommended 
museums with dinosaur collections.

Born in 2006, elliot t Se ah  wrote his dinosaur book when he was only eight 
years old, as part of a school assignment at Marguerite Bourgeois Elementary 
School in Montréal. Elliott’s dream is to pursue paleontology as a career. He lives 
in Montréal, Quebec.
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alSo oF inTereST:

the Power of more
Marnie McBean
9781926812649 • $22.95 • PbK
A renowned motivational speaker and Olympic 
champion shares strategies for realizing your 
ambitions. 

gold medal Diary
Hayley Wickenheiser
9781771641920 • $22.95 • PbK
Revelations about the life of an Olympian—the 
behind-the-scenes stories, the physical and 
emotional challenges, and the struggles and 
successes of an elite athlete. 

September 2016 Canada / U.S. 
October 2016 UK

PAPERBACK 
$22.95 Canada / $17.95 U.S. / £11.99 UK 
978-1-77164-201-9 
eBook also available 
5.5 x 8.5 • 208 pages

Rights held: World, all languages

SPortS & recreatioN / Hockey

ConfidenCe affeC t S how we deal with stress and how we fulfill our potential 
to achieve the results we want. In sports and in life, confidence is the main fac-
tor that determines mental and physical performance, and leads to success. This 
pragmatic and positive book by experienced mental performance specialist Isa-
belle Hamptonstone contains a collection of powerful techniques to help players 
gain the consistent confidence they need to perform at the top of their game. The 
book includes inspiring stories from hockey greats Hamptonstone has worked 
with, including Jerome Iginla and Corey Hirsch. 

iSabelle haMP tonStone, MSc is the CEO of Brain Train International. She 
trains NHL hockey players and Olympic athletes to upgrade their competence and 
confidence. She lives in Sun Peaks, British Columbia. 

doug lidSteR played sixteen seasons in the NHL for the Vancouver Canucks, 
New York Rangers, St. Louis Blues, and Dallas Stars, and he won two Stanley 
Cups. In 2010, he helped guide the Canadian women’s national hockey team to 
Olympic gold. He is now a coach for the Canucks.

hoC k e y ConfiDenC e
Train Your Brain to Win in Hockey and in Life 
iSabelle haMP tonStone,  MSc 
Foreword by d oug lidS t eR

A game-changing guide to help elite young hockey players gain the  
confidence they need to excel at the game. 

“I believe the mental part of hockey and positive thinking is very important. Isabelle 

has provided interesting and helpful insights.” – jarome iginla

•  Sports radio interviews 

•  Partnerships and promotion with hockey 
and sports training organizations

•  Targeting sports and sports therapy media

•  Influencer mailing
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August 2016 Canada / U.S. 
September UK

PAPERBACK 
$18.95 Canada / $16.95 U.S. / £10.99 UK 
978-1-77164-234-7 
eBook also available 
5.25 x 7.5 • 176 pages

Rights held: World, all languages  

memoir / eNviroNmeNt

new in PaPeRbaCk

in theSe inSPiRing letters to his grandchildren, David Suzuki speaks person-
ally and passionately about their future. He challenges them to speak out and act 
on their beliefs, explains why sports are important, decries the lack of elders and 
grandparents in the lives of many people, especially immigrants, and champions 
the importance of heroes. 

His letters are also chockfull of stories about his own childhood and anecdotes 
about his children and grandchildren when they were small, providing an inti-
mate look at Suzuki’s life as a father and grandfather. Most of all, as he ponders 
life’s deepest questions and offers up a lifetime of wisdom, Suzuki inspires us all 
to live with courage, conviction, and passion.

david Suzuk i is an internationally renowned geneticist and environmentalist 
and co-founder of the David Suzuki Foundation. He is the author of more than 
fifty books and is a recipient of the Right Livelihood Award, among many others. 
He has been named a Companion of the Order of Canada, holds multiple honorary 
degrees, and has been adopted into three First Nations clans. Suzuki lives in Van-
couver, British Columbia.

let ter s to my gr anDC hilDren
david Suzuki

“. . . deeply personal and purposefully universal. Suzuki addresses weighty topics 

in a clear, conversational manner, and his thoughts should be of interest to a wide 

readership.” – PubliSHerS WeeKly

Advice, stories, and inspiration from a revered leader and thinker.

alSo oF inTereST:

David suzuki: the autobiography
David Suzuki
9781553652816 • $22.95 • PbK
With characteristic candor and passion, 
Suzuki describes how he became a leading 
environmentalist, writer, and thinker.

Who We are
Elizabeth May
9781771641784 • $21.95 • PbK
A marriage of memoir and manifesto, May 
reflects on her extraordinary life and the people 
and experiences that have informed her beliefs.
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September 2016 Canada / October 2016 U.S. 
November 2016 UK

PAPERBACK 
$19.95 Canada / $16.95 U.S. / £10.99 UK 
978-1-77164-257-6 
eBook also available 
5.5 x 8.5 • 368 pages

Rights held: World, all languages  

memoir / true crime

new in PaPeRbaCk

in that lonely SeC tion of hell, police detective Lori Shenher describes her 
role in Vancouver’s infamous Missing and Murdered Women Investigation and her 
years-long struggle with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder as a result of her work on 
the case. From her first assignment in 1998 to explore an increase in the number 
of missing women to the harrowing 2002 interrogation of convicted serial killer 
Robert Pickton, Shenher tells a story of massive police failure—failure of the police 
to use the information about Pickton available to them, failure to understand the 
dark world of drug addiction and sex work, and failure to save more women from 
their killer. That Lonely Section of Hell passionately pursues the deeper truths 
behind the causes of this tragedy and the myriad ways the system failed to protect 
vulnerable women.

loRiMeR (loRi)  ShenheR was the first detective in the Vancouver Police 
Department assigned to Vancouver’s Missing and Murdered Women Investigation. 
In 2015, Lorimer began a gender transition to male. He continues to write and is 
currently pursuing an MA in Professional Communications at Royal Roads Univer-
sity. He lives with his partner, their three children and their dog in Vancouver.

“The most important book of the year.” 

– STacey may FoWleS, the Globe and Mail

An ex-police detective’s searing personal account of sexism, racism, and 
mishandling in Vancouver’s Missing and Murdered Women Investigation 
and its long-lasting and devastating personal effects.

one of the globe and Mail 100 beSt bookS foR 2015 

that lonely seC tion of hell
The Botched Investigation of a Serial Killer Who Almost Got Away
loRi  ShenheR

alSo oF inTereST:

saboteurs
Andrew Nikiforuk
9781771640824 • $21.95 • PbK
With the escalation of hydraulic fracturing, the 
questions raised by Saboteurs about individual 
rights, corporate power, and government 
accountability are more relevant than ever. 

a geography of blood
Candaca Savage
9781771003216 • $19.95 • PbK
A profound journey unearths dark secrets  
from a prairie landscape.
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October 2016 Canada / November 2016 U.S. 
December 2016 UK

PAPERBACK 
$22.95 Canada / $18.95 U.S. / £12.99 UK 
978-1-77164-258-3 
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 200 pages 
Full color photo section

Rights held: World, all languages 

memoir / SPortS

new in PaPeRbaCk

“it all CoMeS down to making the right life choices,” says the NHL’s legendary 
Reggie Leach, and this intimate biography lays bare the decisions that led him to 
become one of the best snipers in hockey history. Nicknamed the Riverton Rifle 
for his thrilling speed and deadly shooting skills, Leach overcame a childhood 
marked by poverty and racism to rise through the NHL ranks, playing for the 
Stanley Cup-winning 1975 Philadelphia Flyers. Through Leach’s own recollections, 
The Riverton Rifle traces his trajectory from humble beginnings to NHL stardom 
and follows the dramatic fall caused by drinking and his subsequent rebirth as a 
successful businessman, family man, and pillar of the Aboriginal community.

Reggie le aCh is a legend from the era when hockey was at its roughest. A mem-
ber of the renowned Broad Street Bullies of the 1970s, the Philadelphia Flyers 
sniper set goal-scoring records that still stand today. In his post-hockey life, Reg-
gie is well-known for his fundraising work for various charities and for steering 
Aboriginal youth towards making positive life choices. He lives on Manitoulin 
Island in Northern Ontario.

“The Riverton Rifle is an amazing read, the classic tale of a young man reaching the pin-

nacle despite the odds. It’s powerful, straightforward, and full of action. Reggie Leach 

is not just one of the greatest First Nations athletes Canada has ever produced—he’s 

one of the greatest, period. This is a tale for the ages.” 

– joSePH boyDen, author of The Orenda

Hockey hero Reggie Leach’s tumultuous and inspirational life story, told  
by the man himself. 

the riVerton rifle
My Story—Straight Shooting on Hockey and on Life
Reggie leaCh 
Introduction by b ob by C l a Rk e 
Foreword by JoS ePh b oy den

alSo oF inTereST:

Jean beliveau
Jean Beliveau and Chrys Goyens
9781553651499 • $22.95 • PbK
The classic hockey biography, fully updated with an 
introduction by Wayne Gretzky.

gordie, Revised Edition
Roy MacSkimming
9781550547191 • $19.95 • PbK
Gordie reminds us of Howe’s enduring importance 
in the rapidly changing world of hockey. 
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my Journe y into the  
he art of terror
Ten Days in the Islamic State
JüRgen todenhöfeR

An alarming and enlightening first-hand account of what’s really going on 
within the borders of the Islamic State.

iSiS,  iS,  the iSl aMiC State.  Whatever you call it, the name is chilling. The 
images are horrific. This is a group that chops the heads off journalists—and yet 
one, the German Jürgen Todenhöfer, was invited to visit ISIS fighters in Mosul.
Accompanied by his photographer-son, Frederic Todenhöfer, he asked the fighters 
to explain their beliefs. This book is the result of his conversations. My Journey 
into the Heart of Terror shows how the organization grew from its al-Qaeda roots 
and the role the West has played, both past and present. Only by understanding, 
Todenhöfer believes, can we combat ISIS’s radical, violent interpretation of Islam 
and the terror and destruction it brings. 

JüRgen todenhöfeR is a German writer, politician, and former judge. He is 
one of the most prominent German critics of the US-led wars in Afghanistan and 
against Iraq in 2001 and 2003, respectively. In late 2014 Todenhöfer visited Syria 
and Iraq, becoming the first Western journalist to be allowed extensive access to 
ISIS-controlled territories and to return safely.

May 2016 Canada / U.S. 
April 2016 UK

HARDCOVER 
$32.95 Canada / $26.95 U.S. / £17.99 
978-1-77164-224-8 
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 288 pages 
Full-color photo section 
1 map

Rights held: World, English

curreNt affairS / PoliticS

•  National review and feature coverage 
in foreign affairs, politics, and current 
affairs outlets

•  Influencer mailing

•  National broadcast radio interviews

•  Excerpt pitching

•  Digital arcs alSo oF inTereST:

1000 lashes
Raif Badawi
9781771642095 • $9.95 • PbK
The pivotal texts of Raif Badawi, the liberal Saudi 
Arabian blogger arrested for writing about free 
speech and sentenced to 1000 lashes and 10 years 
in prison. 
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the shark anD the albatross
A Wildlife Filmmaker Reveals Why Nature Matters to Us All
John aitChiSon

May 2016 Canada / U.S.

PAPERBACK 
$24.95 Canada / $19.95 U.S. 
978-1-77164-218-7 
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 256 pages 
Full-color photo section 
14 illustrated maps

Rights held: North America English

Nature/travel

•  Features and reviews targeting  
cross-genre, environmental, nature 
photography, and outdoor outlets

•  National review mailing

•  National broadcast

•  Online promotion targeting travel,  
nature, and photography outlets

•  Digital arcs

•  Book trailer

The daring and thoughtfully rendered adventures of a filmmaker who 
travels to the ends of the earth to document animal lives.

“A must for all those who enjoy insights into the natural world.”

– alexanDer mccall SmiTH

foR t went y ye aR S John Aitchison has been traveling the world to film wildlife 
for a variety of international TV shows, taking him to faraway places on every 
continent. The Shark and the Albatross tells the story of these journeys of discov-
ery and Aitchison’s encounters with animals in faraway and sometimes dangerous 
places. His destinations range from the remotest parts of Alaska and the Antarc-
tic to India and China. Everywhere he goes, he describes—and photographs, in 
stunning color—the triumphs and disasters in the lives of animals such as polar 
bears and penguins, seals and whales, sharks and birds, and wolves and lynxes, 
including their struggle to survive in a perilous world. And, as the author shows 
in several incidents that combine nail-biting tension with hair-raising hilarity, 
disaster can strike for filmmakers too.

John aitChiSon is a wildlife filmmaker who has worked with National Geo-
graphic, PBS, the Discovery Channel, and the BBC on series including Frozen 
Planet, Life, Big Cat Diary, Springwatch, and Yellowstone. His many awards 
include a joint Primetime Creative Emmy and a joint BAFTA, both for the cinema-
tography of Frozen Planet.

alSo oF inTereST:

great soul of siberia
Sooyong Park
9781771641135 • $32.95 • Hc
The remarkable story of one man’s all-consuming  
quest to follow three generations of Siberian 
tigers and the tigers’ struggle to survive in a 
harsh landscape and disappearing habitat.

barle’s story
Else Poulsen
9781926812878 • $19.95 • PbK
In this inspiring and moving story, a world-renowned 
zookeeper describes how a polar bear named Bärle 
was rescued from a circus in the Caribbean and 
flown to the safety of the Detroit Zoo for recovery.
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alSo oF inTereST:

on the edge
Claude Martin
9781771641401 • $36.95 • Hc
The most important book about tropical rainforests 
in 50 years. Will our actions over the next decades 
conserve or destroy what’s left? 

more than honey
Markus Imhoof & Claus-Peter Lieckfeld
9781771640992 • $22.95 • PbK
A fascinating look at the increasingly perilous 
world of the honeybee—based on an award- 
winning documentary. 

May 2016 Canada / U.S.  

PAPERBACK 
$21.95 Canada / $16.95 U.S. 
978-1-77164-110-4 
eBook also available 
5.5 x 8.5 • 208 pages 
illustrations throughout

Rights held: World, English

eNviroNmeNt / gardeNiNg

•  Feature and review coverage targeting 
environmental, gardening, outdoor, and 
lifestyle outlets

•  Influencer mailing

•  Digital bLaDs 

teRR a PRe ta, Me aning “black earth” in Portuguese, is a very dark, fertile soil 
first made by the original inhabitants of the Amazon Basin at least 2,500 years 
ago. According to a growing community of international scientists, this ancient 
soil, sometimes referred to as biochar, could solve two of the greatest problems 
facing the world: climate change and the hunger crisis. 

This comprehensive book condenses everything we know about terra preta and 
provides instructions on how to make it. Both passionate and practical, the book 
offers indispensable advice for how to create a better world from the ground up.

ute SCheub is a Berlin-based journalist who holds a doctorate in political sci-
ence. She has written a number of successful books on peace and on women and 
ecology.

haiko PiePlow is a soil scientist who works at the Federal Ministry for the 
Environment in Berlin. In 2005 he rediscovered the terra preta formulation.

hanS-Pe teR SChMidt leads the Delinat Institute of Ecology and Climate Farm-
ing in the Swiss canton of Valais.

k athleen dR aPeR is director at the Ithaka Institute for Carbon Intelligence. She 
sits on the International Biochar Initiative Industry Committee and the US Biochar 
Initiative Board.

tiM fl anneRy is an internationally acclaimed scientist, explorer, conservationist, 
and author of the bestselling book The Weather Makers.

terr a Preta
How the World’s Most Fertile Soil Can Help Reverse  
Climate Change and Reduce World Hunger
ute SCheub,  haiko PiePlow,  
hanS-PeteR SChMidt,  & k athleen dR aPeR 
Foreword by t iM fl a nneRy

A thorough look at the many benefits of the ultra-fertile soil called  
terra preta and instructions on how to make it.
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alSo oF inTereST:

Joni
Katherine Monk
9781553658375• $21.00 • PbK
An illuminating portrait of one of Canada’s  
most brilliant and defiant musical icons. 

May 2016 Canada / U.S.   
June 2016 UK

HARDCOVER 
$32.95 Canada / $26.95 U.S. / £17.99 UK 
978-1-77164-227-9 
eBook also available 
6.5 x 8.75 • 172 pages 
Full-color photos and artwork  
throughout

Rights held: World, English 

biograPHy/art

•  National review and feature  
coverage in lifestyle, fashion,  
art, and feminist outlets

•  Influencer mailing

•  National review coverage

•  Digital bLaDs

fR ançoiSe gilot’S e x-loveR Pablo Picasso called her “the woman who 
says no.” She may have spent her life in the company of men who changed the 
world—Picasso, Matisse, and Jonas Salk—but Gilot forged vital relationships with 
ground-breaking artists and scientists on her own terms, creating an artistic style 
all her own, translated into an enormous collection of paintings and drawings 
held by private collectors and public museums around the world. In her early 
nineties, she generously shared her hospitality and wisdom with writer Malte 
Herwig, who started out as an interviewer but found himself drawn into the role 
of pupil as Gilot, whom he called “a philosopher of joy,” introduced him to differ-
ent ways of seeing the world.

Malte heRwig is a German-born writer, journalist, and literary critic. His arti-
cles have appeared widely in U.S., British, and German publications, including the 
New York Times, the Observer, Vanity Fair, and Der Spiegel.

the Woman Who says no
Françoise Gilot on Her Life With and Without Picasso
Malte heRwig

An intimate and revealing biography of the talented artist who chose  
to leave Picasso.
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June 2016 Canada / U.S.  

PAPERBACK 
$22.95 Canada / $17.95 U.S. 
978-1-77164-215-6 
eBook also available 
5.5 x 8.5 • 304 pages

Rights held: North America English

HealtH

•  Features and interviews targeting 
health and lifestyle outlets, boomer 
publications

•  Broadcast radio interviews

•  Partnership promotion with 
Alzheimer and dementia 
organizations

•  Online ads targetting members 
of Alzheimer organizations and 
support groups

aRound the woRld, almost 50 million people have dementia, and hundreds 
of millions of people are affected by the dementia of loved ones. Unlike other 
books that look at this condition purely from the perspective of caretakers, When 
Someone You Know Has Dementia provides insight into what it feels like to have 
dementia, how you can deal with it, and what you can do to keep it at bay. Packed 
with practical tips for providing what people with dementia or Alzheimer’s want 
and need, this guide will help ensure that they can stay well and happy as long as 
possible. 

June andRe wS is Director of the Dementia Services Development Centre in  
the School of Applied Science at the University of Stirling, England. She is the 
co-author of 10 Helpful Hints for Carers, which has sold 30,000 copies. She lives 
in Stirling, England.

daMe Judi denCh is an award-winning actress and author. Her role as Iris  
Murdoch in the film Iris won critical acclaim for her moving portrayal of the 
writer’s journey into dementia. She is a patron of the Alzheimer’s Society and  
an ambassador for those who help people with Alzheimer’s and Dementia.

When someone you k noW  
has Dementia
Practical Advice for Family and Caregivers
June andRewS 
Foreword by da M e Judi  denC h

A practical guide to dealing with dementia by one of the world’s  
leading experts. 

alSo oF inTereST:

selling sickness
Ray Moynihan & Alan Cassels
9781553652175 • $22.95 • PbK
A hard-hitting indictment of the pharmaceutical 
industry that shows how drug companies are 
systematically using their dominating influence in 
the world of medical science.

the Personalized medicine revolution
Pieter Cullis, PhD
9781771640381 • $19.95 • PbK
An exploration of how personalized medicine is 
transforming healthcare.

“Learning how to live well with dementia can be a daunting task. June Andrews 

understands this and offers sensible, trustworthy advice.”  

– mary ScHulz, Alzheimer Society of Canada
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alSo oF inTereST:

that lonely section of hell
Lori Shenher
9781771640930 • $32.95 • Hc
An ex-police detective’s searing personal 
account of sexism, racism, and mishandling in an 
investigation of missing and murdered women.

small beneath the sky
Lorna Crozier
9781553655770 • $18.95 • PbK
A volume of poignant recollections by one of 
Canada’s most celebrated poets, this book is a 
tender, unsparing portrait of a family and a place.  

March 2016 Canada / U.S.  
April 2016 UK

PAPERBACK 
$22.95 Canada / $18.95 U.S. / £12.99 
978-1-77164-186-9 
eBook also available 
5.5 x 8.5 • 272 pages 

Rights held: World English

HealtH/Self-HelP

iS  addiC tion a disease, a sin, a sign of hypersensitivity, a personal failing, or a 
unique resource for the creative mind? However it is defined, it can have devas-
tating consequences, often shattering lives, ruining families, wrecking livelihoods, 
and even triggering suicide. Yet it can also be a source of inspiration. In this 
updated edition featuring three new essays—on addiction to marijuana, video 
games, and sex—leading American and Canadian writers explore their surpris-
ingly diverse personal experiences with this complex phenomenon and candidly 
reveal what happened when their compulsions took over their lives.  

loRna CRozieR,  an Officer of the Order of Canada, has received many awards 
for her books of poetry, including the Governor General’s Award. Her latest pub-
lications are The Book of Marvels: A Compendium of Everyday Things and The 
Wrong Cat. She lives on Vancouver Island with fellow writer Patrick Lane.

PatRiCk l ane has been called the best Canadian poet of his generation. He is 
the author of more than twenty books of poetry, most recently Syllable of Stone. 
His 2004 memoir, There Is a Season, won the inaugural BC Award for Canadian 
Non-fiction.

aDDiC teD
Notes from the Belly of the Beast
new edition • Featuring new essays and a revised introduction

Edited by loRna CRozieR & PatRiCk l ane

The best-selling collection about addiction featuring three new essays on 
marijuana, video games, and sex.

“Addiction is a lonely pain, and perhaps the only hope for curing this soul-sickness is 

to reach out and try to cope with the world outside the darkness. The best-written 

essays in the collection . . .  demonstrate this most strikingly, and may go some way 

toward making that healing possible.” – Quill anD Quire

•  Feature coverage in national and  
targeted outlets

•  National and regional broadcast 
interviews

•  Excerpt pitching

•  Academic outreach
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January 2016 Canada / U.S.  

PAPERBACK 
$19.95 Canada /$16.95 U.S. 
978-1-77164-196-8 
eBook also available 
5.5 x 8.5 • 408 pages

Rights held: North America, English

biograPHy/HealtH

“With tactile intimacy and surgical wit, Pond invites us to share the tragedy of his 

addiction with a sad smile. And then reveals a singular truth about how people quit. 

Truly one of a kind . . . A masterful job of describing the indescribable.”  

– Dr. marc leWiS, neuroscientist and author of Memoirs of an Addicted Brain

P SyChotheR aPiSt Mik e P ond built a life helping others struggling with addic-
tion, but he could not help himself. In the first part of his gripping memoir, he 
recounts how he lost his practice, his home, and his family as a result of his out-
of-control drinking and how abstinence-based treatment regimes failed to help 
him. But then, just when Pond was back on top again, his demon drink returned. 
Not one to give up easily, he, along with his partner, Maureen Palmer, embarked 
on a quest for evidence-based treatments—science-backed therapies that don’t 
always demand abstinence—a search chronicled in the book’s new second half. 

MiChael P ond has a private therapy practice in Vancouver, where he special-
izes in addiction treatment. He earned a degree in psychiatric nursing from the 
University of Victoria and a Masters in Social Work from the University of British 
Columbia. 

MauReen PalMeR is a critically acclaimed documentary filmmaker and former 
radio and television producer at CBC. In 2002, she co-founded Bountiful Films. 
She lives in Vancouver, British Columbia, with her partner, Michael Pond.

WasteD
An Alcoholic Therapist’s Fight for Recovery  
in a Flawed Treatment System
MiChael Pond & MauReen PalMeR

The harrowing, wry, and riveting account of a therapist’s struggle with  
alcohol and his quest to find a better way of treating addiction.

•  Review mailing 

•  Broadcast radio interviews

•  Features and interviews

•  Released to coincide with documentary 
airing on The Nature of Things

•  Promotion on addictionthenextstep.com, 
a companion site for the documentary  
and book

A companion documentary chronicling Mike and  
Maureen’s search for evidence-based treatment aired 
on cbc’s The Nature of Things January 21, 2016.
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alSo oF inTereST:

gut
Giulia Enders
9781771641494 • $19.95 • PbK
A cheeky, up-close and personal guide to the 
secrets and sciences of our digestive system.

the end of Pain
Jacqueline Lagace
9781771640183 • $22.95 • PbK
Exploring how our bodies and modern western 
diet are at war with each other. 

March 2016 Canada / U.S.  

PAPERBACK 
$22.95 Canada / $18.95 U.S. 
978-1-77164-125-8 
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 328 pages 

Rights held: World, all languages

HealtH/diet

in thiS highly readable and provocative book, Dr. Jason Fung sets out an origi-
nal, robust theory of obesity that provides startling insights into proper nutrition. 
Flying in the face of the weight-loss recommendations that have failed in the 
past, this book reveals that obesity is a hormonal, not a caloric, imbalance. As 
he explores the latest in nutritional science, Dr. Fung provides specific, practical 
guidelines for weight loss that can be maintained as a lifelong healthy lifestyle.  

dR. JaSon fung  completed medical school at the University of Toronto before 
heading to the University of California, Los Angeles, to complete his fellowship in 
nephrology. As chief of the Department of Medicine in a major hospital in Toronto, 
he also founded the Intensive Dietary Management Clinic, which provides a 
unique treatment focus for Type 2 diabetes and obesity.

tiMothy noak eS is Professor of Exercise and Sports Science at the University 
of Cape Town. He started the Noakes Foundation in 2012, and has dedicated his 
life to opening people’s eyes to the myth of low-fat eating and the nutritional and 
environmental crisis it has led us to.

the obesit y CoDe
Unlocking the Secrets of Weight Loss
Ja Son fung, Md 
Foreword by t iMot h y noa k e S,  Ph d

A revolutionary examination of why every diet you’ve tried has failed and 
how that can change now.

“Fung zeroes in on why insulin resistance has become so prevalent and offers spe-

cific outside-the-box solutions that have emerged as the key to maximizing health.” 

– jimmy moore, author of Keto Clarity

•  Features and interviews targeting  
health and lifestyle outlets

•  Broadcast radio interviews

•  Blogger mailing



January 2017 Canada / U.S.

HARDCOVER 
$30.99 Canada / $25.99 U.S. 
ISBN 978-1-928055-23-5 
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 224 pages

Rights held: Canada and the U.S.

PSycHology/buSiNeSS/Self-HelP

•  U.S. and Canadian media campaigns

•  National radio and tV interviews

•  Features in Washington Post and Wall 
Street Journal

•  Digital and print arcs available

whe theR we’Re negotiating a multi-million-dollar contract or trying to 
settle on which in-laws we’ll spend the holidays with, engaging in conflict over 
competing interests is one of life’s most dreaded experiences. What if you could 
approach your next difficult conversation with genuine confidence that you can 
reach the best possible resolution without becoming flustered or damaging your 
relationship with your counterpart? In Resolve, applied psychologist and negoti-
ation expert Hal Movius provides tools and techniques to build confidence along 
three key dimensions, so you can handle all of life’s conflicts more effectively and 
with less stress.

hal MoviuS,  founder and president of Movius Consulting, provides negotia-
tion training and CEO coaching for Fortune 500 companies and global NGOs. An 
applied psychologist, Movius is also an expert in emotional intelligence, self-reg-
ulation, leadership, and interpersonal processes. Co-author of Built to Win: 
Creating a World Class Negotiating Organization (Harvard Business Press, 2009), 
he lives in Charlottesville, Virginia with his wife and two children. 

resolVe
Negotiating Life’s Conflicts with Greater Confidence
hal MoviuS,  Phd

from our associated publishers
lifetRee Media

Achieve better outcomes while experiencing less stress in all of life’s nego-
tiations by building genuine confidence in three key areas: poise, mastery 
and judgment.

“Emotions are the lifeblood of relationships and social interactions, and they can quick-

ly intensify when we are facing or engaged in conflict. When we are filled with dread 

about a situation, or convinced that only a bad outcome is possible, it is very hard to 

think creatively or behave effectively. Too often, the prospect of being in conflict with 

someone makes otherwise highly functioning people feel anxious, or worse.”
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September 2016 Canada / U.S.

PAPERBACK 
$19.99 Canada / $17.99 U.S. 
ISBN 978-1-928055-16-7 
eBook also available 
5.5 x 8.5 • 256 pages 

Rights held: Sales and distribution in  
Canada and the U.S.

HealtH & fitNeSS/medical

•  National media campaign

•  Author to visit key U.S. cities to 
promote the book

•  Promotion through author’s website

•  Social media and author guest-
blogging campaign

PathwayS to PRegnanC y is a collection of personal and powerful stories of 
real women who have overcome infertility, shared by a clinician who has also 
experienced the pain and joy of the fertility journey first-hand. An acupunctur-
ist and practitioner of Traditional Chinese Medicine, author Mary Wong explains 
the central principles of a wide range of Western and Eastern fertility treatments, 
while describing what treatment really feels like through the candid accounts of 
her patients. Inspiring and instructional, the book shows women that they are not 
alone, and that there are many ways in which they can take charge of their own 
fertility and improve their chances of conceiving and delivering a healthy baby.

MaRy wong, R.TCMP, R.Ac, is the founder of ALIVE Holistic Health Clinic in 
Toronto, Canada. In practice for more than twenty years, she has successfully 
treated thousands of women and couples for fertility challenges. 

R andine le wiS,  Ph.D., is the author of The Infertility Cure, and founder of The 
Fertile Soul retreat centers. A professional member of the American Society for 
Reproductive Medicine, she is the residing medical expert on About.com’s infer-
tility site and on HowToMakeAFamily.com.

PathWays to PregnanCy
Personal Stories and Practical Advice for Your Fertility Journey 
MaRy wong, R.tCMP,  R.ac 
Foreword by R a ndine le w i S,  Phd

Compelling personal stories and informed medical advice convey a powerful 
message of hope, healing, and support for women experiencing difficulties 
conceiving.

alSo oF inTereST:

Discipline without Damage
Vanessa Lapointe
9781928055105 • $19.99 • PbK
A child psychologist equips parents with tools 
to manage behavioral issues more effectively 
while supporting their child’s healthy, natural 
development.
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February 2017 Canada / U.S.

HARDCOVER 
$29.99 Canada / $25.99 U.S. 
ISBN 978-1-928055-20-4 
eBook also available 
6 x 9 • 224 pages

Rights held: Sales and distribution in  
Canada and the U.S.

buSiNeSS/tecHNology

•  Interactive website to accompany  
the book

•  Targeted media campaign to 
technology and business outlets

•  Author to visit key U.S. cities to 
promote the book

•  Print and digital arcs available

digitiz ation iS  haPPening in every industry, opening up new pathways to 
success and rendering old systems obsolete. Whether you’re an industrial-age 
company or a Silicon Valley startup, you need to understand where your business 
fits into the bigger picture so you can maximize your opportunities. Packed with 
current case studies of companies who are mastering digital transformation, this 
book will show you how to rethink your business model from the inside out with 
technology at its core.

venk at venk atR aM is the David J. McGrath Jr. professor of management and 
department chair at the Boston University Questrom School of Business, working 
at the interface between strategic management and information technology. He 
lives in Boston, Massachusetts.

the Digital matrix
New Rules for Business Transformation Through Technology
venk at venk atR aMan

The future of every industry is digital. Understand the rules that govern 
today’s technology-led business environment so you can transform your 
business model for success in years to come.

alSo oF inTereST:

Vaporized
Robert Tercek
9781928055044 • $26.99 • Hc
Step inside the world’s largest cultural and 
economic transformation since the Industrial 
Revolution.
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“Enders’s wonder at the strange ways  

of the gut is matched only by her incredulity at the 

limited public knowledge on the subject.” 

The New York Times

A cheeky up-close and personal guide to  
the secrets and science of our digestive system.

A 
New York Times  

Bestseller


